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Abstract

Objectives
The purpose of this study was to develop a comprehensive back school program that included elements of CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Therapy), implement this through multidisciplinary collaboration, and ascertain its effectiveness as a pilot study.

Design
This school was implemented in the form of five 90-minute group sessions held every other week.

Methods
Participants comprised 7 chronic low back pain patients with poor improvement in the usual treatment. Practitioners were orthopaedic surgeon, physical therapist, and a clinical psychologist. This school contents were patient education, self-monitoring, back exercise, relaxation, stress management, cognitive restructuring, activity pacing, and exposure.

Results
From the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, each score of four scales or items (sense of control, PCS (pain catastrophizing), PASS-20 (escape/avoidance), FFD (finger-floor distance)) after this program significantly improved. Results of calculating the effect size, sense of control (d=0.55) is ‘moderate’, the PCS (d=1.12) and the PASS-20 (d=1.64) were ‘large’.

Conclusions
This back school may be useful for physical function and psychological variables which much related to pain management and daily disabilities in patients with poor respond to standard orthopaedic treatment.
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Introduction

International studies have found that the prevalence of chronic pain is extremely high, at 17.1%1). This has a massive effect not only on patients themselves, but on their families, schools or workplaces, and society at large, and chronic pain is a physical condition that is a major issue in clinical settings. The prevalence in Japan is also high: Matsudaïrá et al.2) and Yabuki et al.3) reported a rate of approxi-
mately 22.9% and 22.5% respectively, meaning that one in approximately five Japanese is suffering from chronic pain. In Japan, back pain has a high lifetime incidence of 83.4%\(^5\). Kawakami\(^6\), who carried out a questionnaire survey of chronic back pain patients approximately 6 months after their initial examinations, found that almost all had discontinued treatment without an accurate outcome having been recorded, and that after 6 months, no patient responded that their pain had improved, 22.2% responded that it had improved temporarily but sometimes recurred, and 77.8% responded that they still had pain. A therapeutic approach that results in adequate improvement for chronic back pain patients has thus yet to be established within the current treatment system in Japan, and urgent measures are needed.

Back school, a group intervention program for chronic back pain patients, is a recommended form of therapy\(^7\) that has been shown in meta-analyses to be effective in improving pain symptoms and physical function\(^7\). The method and content of existing back school, however, vary in different medical institutions, and there is an issue that their mechanism of improvement is unclear. While supporting the beneficial effect of back school on symptoms and limitations on activities of daily living (ADLs), some studies have also pointed out that their actual effect is unclear\(^8\).

In around 85% of cases, the cause of chronic back pain is unknown, and in a large proportion of cases, psychosocial factors are responsible for pain symptom maintenance\(^9\), so it is said that biopsychosocial therapy is essential in addition to physiotherapy and drug therapy. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is one form of biopsychosocial therapy that has been shown to be effective in treating a range of problems associated with chronic pain, including pain symptoms and limitations on activities of daily living (ADLs)\(^10,11\). According to a review of interdisciplinary treatment for chronic pain, all studies included elements of CBT\(^12\), and CBT plays a central role in the treatment of chronic pain. The purpose of treatment for chronic pain patients is not to eliminate their pain completely, but rather to reduce limitations on ADLs, in other words, to improve their quality of life (QOL), and it is thought that alleviating limitations on ADLs can prevent pain from becoming chronic\(^13\). In particular, important factors for symptom maintenance in chronic pain are catastrophic thinking, which is the negative cognition of pain, and escape/avoidance behavior, which is an inappropriate way of dealing with pain, and improvement of both factors is the objective of CBT. Programs that aim to improve catastrophic thinking about pain and escape/avoidance behavior are actually being implemented overseas, and some studies have reported that they are effective\(^14–17\). However, there has yet to be a study of the efficacy of a comprehensive program incorporating the elements of CBT described above into the existing back school.

In addition, multidisciplinary collaboration in biopsychosocial therapy for chronic pain is regarded as desirable\(^18\) and, since CBT has been shown to be a form of psychotherapy that is effective for chronic pain, as described above, its use in back pain classes is essential from the psychological perspective. The back school that has been the subject of previous studies, however, consisted almost entirely of interventions by orthopaedic surgeons or physiotherapists, and none involved a professional with a psychological perspective or provided CBT content.

Therefore, the objective of this study was to develop a comprehensive program of back pain classes that included elements of CBT, implement this through multidisciplinary collaboration, and ascertain its effectiveness.

**Methods**

The analysis set comprised 7 adult chronic back pain patients who were attending outpatient clinics in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery of a university hospital near an urban area and who provided complete responses to the survey materials. Specifically, they comprised chronic pain patients who had suffered from persistent back pain for ≥6 months that was not adequately explained by organic findings and that responded poorly to standard orthopaedic surgical treatment and conservative treatment.

The program was implemented in the form of five 90-minute group sessions held every other week. Written materials including that week’s content were prepared for and used in each session. Session 1 was educational session. We gave participants the information about explanation of factors associated with back pain and the mechanism of symptom maintenance. Session 2 was back pain exercise and general physical movement to prevent participants to hurt their back and maintain their muscle to work. Session 3 and 4 were the parts of learning methods of dealing with back pain including self-monitoring, relaxation, cognitive restructuring, exposure, and activity pacing. Self-monitoring, what is called “back pain diary”, was to write the
changes of pain severity, frequency and pain related disability per day participants had. It was so important for them to recognize their objective symptoms and daily burden. And the progressive relaxation technique, which often used for pain management, was taught as a measure to cope with back pain. Cognitive restructuring was the content to modify the participants’ catastrophic thoughts about pain. In clinical situations, we identified the situations, the moods and the thoughts of the moment when patients’ feel pain and examined their validity. Finally, we aimed that patients could achieve adaptive and flexible perceptions about pain. The content of exposure was for participants to act escape/avoidance behaviors, which they couldn’t practice because they fear of pain. And, activity pacing was the approach that participants kept amount or time of activity constant to prevent them from becoming physical load. Session 5, at the end of this program, was summary which we reviewed past four sessions and make sure of further points to keep in mind in the future.

All sessions were led by a clinical psychologist, with an orthopaedic surgeon also leading Sessions 1 and 5 and a physiotherapist leading Session 2. Also, all patients received orthopaedic treatment as usual (TAU) in addition to this program. It was the conservative treatment including pharmacological therapy and nerve block.

Survey Materials are Data from Interview Sheet/Medical Records, Pain Disability Assessment Scale (PDAS), Japanese version19, Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS), Japanese version20, Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale (PASS-20), Japanese version21, and Physical function. Data from Interview Sheet/Medical Records are Disease duration, frequency of pain (days per month), severity of pain (mean severity assessed on an 11-point scale, from 0=no pain at all to 10=greatest possible pain), and sense of pain control (subjective sense of control assessed on an 11-point scale, from 0=no control at all to 10=extremely well controlled). The PDAS is a 20-item, 4-point scale that measures limitations imposed by chronic pain on ADLs (minimum score 20 points, maximum score 80 points) and provides a simple scale for measuring the degree of limitations on ADLs related to actual physical movement and mobility in the everyday living situations of chronic pain patients. The mean PDAS score for chronic pain patients is 17.3±13.6 points19. The PCS is a 13-item, 5-point scale that measures catastrophic thinking about pain (minimum score 0 points, maximum score 52 points). It has three subscales, comprising rumination, helplessness, and magnification, which respectively reflect the degree to which respondents think repeatedly about pain, feel overwhelmed by it, and are threatened by the perception of pain. The mean score for chronic pain patients is 24.29±13.20 points22. The PASS-20 is a 20-item, 6-point scale that measures fear of pain. It has four subscales which are cognitive anxiety, fear, physiological anxiety, and escape/avoidance. In this study, only the five items in the “escape/avoidance behavior” subscale were used in the analysis (minimum score 0 points, maximum score 25 points). The “escape/avoidance behavior” subscale of the PASS-20 is considered to reflect the concept of escape and avoidance behaviors that explain the transformation of pain into chronic pain. Indeed, several previous studies related to pain chronicity or aggravation are also use only this scale to analyze the consistency of the pain model or the effect of the treatment23,24. The mean score for chronic pain patients is 12.84 points25. As physical function, we assessed Grip strength (dominant hand) and finger-floor distance (FFD) which were used as objective measures of muscle strength and trunk function.

In conducting the study, written, informed consent was obtained from the study participants on the basis of an oral and written explanation of the content of the study to the participants. In addition to the study objective, the consent form specifically stated that participants were free to withdraw from the study, that data would be used for medical purposes, and that personal information would be protected. This study was screened and approved by the Ethics Committee of the institution where it was performed.

IBM SPSS 19.0 was used for statistical analysis. The effect size was calculated from the values for each indicator before and after the program. According to Cohen26, an effect size of 0.20 is considered to be “small,” 0.50 “moderate,” and 0.80 “large.”

Results

(1) Subject Basic Attributes, Pain Symptoms, sense of control, and Limitations on ADLs

Table 1 shows the basic attributes of the 7 subjects (3 men, 4 women, mean age 65.29±3.54 years). The orthopaedic diagnosis (including multiple diagnoses) was lumbar spinal stenosis in 4 cases, lumbar disc herniation in 2 cases, lumbar spondylosis in 2 cases, and lumbar intervertebral arthropathy in 1 case. Two subjects had concomi-
tant psychiatric conditions. The mean disease duration was 9.71±1.41 years.

Table 2 shows changes in the frequency and severity of pain. The frequency decreased in 1 subject and was unchanged in 6 after the program compared with before the program. The severity decreased in 5 subjects, unchanged in 1, and increased in 1. The changes of pain frequency and severity between before and after the program were not significant with Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Changes in sense of control are shown in Table 2. Among the 7 subjects, it increased in 5, unchanged in 1, and decreased in 1, and sense of control increased significantly ($Z = -1.81, p < .10$). The effect size was $d = 0.55$.

Figure 1 shows changes of PDAS scores. The PDAS score decreased in 6 subjects and increased in 1 after the program compared with before the program. Before the program, 6 subjects had scored above the mean score for chronic pain patients (17.3±13.6), but after the program this number had decreased to 3. However, the PDAS score showed no significant difference.

(2) Pain Cognition and Behavior and Physical Function

Figures 2 and 3 show changes of the PCS and PASS-20 “escape/avoidance behavior” scores. Both scores decreased in 6 subjects after the program. Before the program, 6 subjects had scored above the mean PCS score of chronic pain patients, but after the program this number had decreased to 2. On the other hand, with respect to the PASS-20 “escape/avoidance behavior” score, all 7 subjects had scored above the mean score of chronic pain patients before the program, but after the program all their scores had decreased or stayed unchanged, but 3 were still above the mean score. The scores of
Fig 1. Changes of the PDAS (Pain Disability Assessment Scale) score in each patient. PDAS score decreased in 6 subjects and increased in 1 after the program compared with before the program.

Fig 2. Changes of the PCS (Pain Catastrophizing Scale) score in each patient. PCS score decreased in 6 subjects and increased in 1 after the program compared with before the program.

Fig 3. Changes of the escape/avoidance score in each patient. Escape/avoidance score decreased in 6 subjects and stayed unchanged in 1 after the program compared with before the program.
the PCS and escape/avoidance decreased significantly through this program (PCS: \( Z = 1.87, p < .10 \); escape/avoidance: \( Z = 2.21, p < .05 \)). The effect size was \( d = 1.12 \) for PCS and \( d = 1.64 \) for PASS-20 “escape/avoidance behavior,” both “large” effects.

Table 3 shows changes of FFD and grip strength. After the program, 6 subjects had improved FFD and 3 had improved function in terms of grip strength. Only FFD improved significantly (\( Z = -2.20, p < .05 \)) and the effect size were \( d = 0.31 \).

**Discussion**

The objective of this study was to develop a comprehensive program of back school that included elements of CBT, implement this through multidisciplinary collaboration, and ascertain its effectiveness. The results suggested that back school that focus on improving catastrophic thinking about pain and escape/avoidance behavior might produce certain short-term improvement in the FFD, as well as in psychological variables (sense of control, catastrophic thinking about pain, and escape/avoidance behavior). This suggested that this program might be effective against chronic pain that responds poorly to standard orthopaedic treatment. The effect size was “large” for catastrophic thinking about pain and escape/avoidance behavior and “moderate” for sense of control, but “small” for FFD. This showed that, although this program had a major effect on negative cognition of pain and behavior during the course of the program, its effect on pain symptoms, symptom-associated limitations on ADLs, and physical function was small. The cognitive behavioral model of explaining symptom maintenance in chronic pain holds that changing the cognition of pain and behavior leads to reduced limitations on ADLs and the alleviation of pain symptoms\(^{13}\). In this model, it is thought that correcting thinking and behavior should improve limitations on ADLs and result in the alleviation of symptoms, but in our program, there was little change in limitations on ADLs. With respect to physical function, although back school focusing on muscle–strenthening exercises led by staff of rehabilitation departments with the aim of preventing back pain have resulted in some improvement in FFD and other measures of flexibility and muscle strength after the program, this change was not significant\(^{27}\). Even programs not aimed at back pain patients that are tailored to improving physical function fail to produce sufficient improvement, and the “small” effect size for physical function in the present study is therefore understandable. It is possible that it may require some time for the changes in cognition of pain and behavior that were the focus of this study to extend their effect to pain symptoms, limitations on ADLs, and physical function. Implementing this program may thus be expected to promote behavior that had formerly been restricted by pain symptoms as a result of practicing what was taught in the program in actual everyday situations, leading to changes in limitations on ADLs and physical function. Implementing this program may thus be expected to promote behavior that had formerly been restricted by pain symptoms as a result of practicing what was taught in the program in actual everyday situations, leading to changes in limitations on ADLs and physical function. Self-efficacy, the belief that things will be alright, is an important part of pain management and improvements in self-efficacy also lead to increases in ADLs and physical function\(^{28}\). Moderate improvement in sense of control that resulted from this program may help lead to good outcomes from future treatment.

Looking at the results of the present study in terms of the changes in scores for each scale, starting with PDAS, the number of subjects who scored above the mean score of chronic pain patients was halved by this program. The 3 subjects who still scored over the mean score after the program all had PDAS scores of \( \geq 27 \), 0.5 SD or more above the mean score, indicating that they still felt severely limited in their ADLs. With respect to PCS scores, 2 sub-

**Table 3. Changes in physical function (FFD and grip strength)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case</th>
<th>pre FFD (cm)</th>
<th>post FFD (cm)</th>
<th>pre grip strength (Kg)</th>
<th>post grip strength (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
<td>-16.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-23.3</td>
<td>-19.3</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-16.7</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FFD: finger-floor distance
jects still scored above the mean score of chronic pain patients after the program, but 4 of 7 had scores at or below the mean score of healthy individuals in Japan (20.14 points)\(^20\), indicating that the number of people whose understanding of pain had improved to around the same level as that of healthy individuals by the program had increased. PASS “escape/avoidance behavior” scores decreased after the program in all subjects, and the number of subjects who scored above the mean score decreased to 3. Of the 4 subjects who scored under the mean score, 3 had scores at or below the mean score for healthy individuals in Japan (10.82 points)\(^21\). These results suggested that implementing this program not only had a major effect on cognition of pain and behavior, but also in fact improved them to around the same level as in healthy individuals. However, some subjects still scored highly on limitations on ADLs, despite some reduction in their scores, suggesting that these sessions alone failed to result in sufficient improvement particularly for subjects with severe ADL limitations. In concrete terms, it may be important to increase the number of sessions devoted to back pain exercises, cognitive restructuring, and exposure, which in our program were only covered in Sessions 1 and 2, in order to encourage the assimilation of cognitive and behavioral changes. Although the back school in this study focused on transforming the cognition of pain and behavior, CBT for chronic pain may also incorporate sessions for improving factors that may modify subjects’ pain symptoms, such as assertiveness training, anger management, and stress management\(^29\). The use of additional sessions for subjects for whom back pain classes alone were insufficiently effective must also be considered.

An investigation of changes in individual cases found that the pattern of program-associated changes seen in Subject 3 differed from those of the other 6 subjects. Therefore, it is thought that, although the PASS “escape/avoidance behavior” score decreased after the program, frequency and severity were both exacerbated, PCS and PDAS scores both increased, and no effect was evident. Subject 3 had suffered from pain for 34 years, exceptionally longer than any of the other subjects, and was also subject to the concomitant psychiatric conditions of bipolar affective disorder and hypochondriasis, as well as being emotionally unstable, which may have made it difficult to reflect appropriately on physical symptoms. Murakami\(^30\) pointed out that chronic pain patients who also suffer from psychiatric conditions are particularly difficult to treat. The present results suggest that at least disease duration and presence or absence of concomitant psychiatric conditions must be taken into account when considering the subjects of short-term group programs such as the one used in the present study.

The limitations of this study include the facts that it was an open study of a small analysis set, which made quantitative analysis difficult and limited the conclusions that can be reached. The effect was also evaluated solely in terms of symptoms and psychological factors. The former problem could be resolved by increasing the number of subjects to secure a number sufficient to withstand quantitative analysis and by setting up a control group in order to investigate the effect of the program more fully. The latter would require an investigation of medium- to long-term changes in objective indices, such as number of days of hospital attendance and treatment costs, in addition to symptoms and psychological factors. Evidence on this point is inconsistent, with some previous studies having found an effect\(^31\), whereas others have not\(^8\), and such a study could be expected to provide new information.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study is thought to be highly significant because it demonstrated certain effects obtained by a multidisciplinary, systematic program of CBT-based back school that were not known previously.
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